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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION CD-73094-0l 
ISSUE 2D 

APPENDIX 2B 
DWG ISSUE 4B 

DISTll CODE 1L02 

DATA SYSTEMS 
STATION 

DATA TEST SET NO. 911NA 

CHANGES 

B. Changes in Aoparatus (Components) 

B.l ~ 

Capacitor C69, 
KS-20676, Ll, 560 pF, 
App Fig •. 1 

Lamp DSl, 
Marco Oak 22-35380-6?19-211, 
Equipped with AlB Neon Lamp, 
Option Y, App Fig. 1 

Resistor R2, 
KS-20289, L6C, 68.1 K:tlohms, 
Option !, App Fig. 1 

Terminals TPl through TP4~ 
Cambion Corp 571-4115-1-0519, 
Option X, 
App Fig. l 

B.2 Removed 

Diode CR8, 

B.3 

HP 5082-4882, 
Option Z, App Fig. 1 

Sut)erseded 

Diodes CRl through 
CR7 and CR9 through 
CR25, 
HP 5082-4882, 
Option Z, 
App Fig. 1 

Cord PWR, . 
Belden 17239, 
App Fig. 1 

Jacks J7 through 
JlO, 
Switchcrart Llll, 
App Fig. 1 ·, 

Terminals E3 
through El7 and 
E20, 
Cambion Corp, 
571-4115-1-0519, 
App Fig. 1 

Su:>erseded by 

Diodes CR1 through 
CR7 and CR9 
through CR25, 
541A, 
Option Y, 
App Fig. 1 

Cord PWR, 
KS-20340, Ll, 
App Fig. 1 

Jacks J7 through 
JlO, _ 
~S-215"6, Ll, 
App Fig. 1 

Terminals E3 
through El7 and 
E20, 
Cambion Corp, 
1511-1-01-10, 
App Fig. 1 

BELL TELEFHONE LA-BORATORIES, INCORPORATED 

DEPT-3116-PE-JES 

D. Description of Changes 

D.l The 120V ac power ON indicator was . 
powered by the output or the rectifier. 

This arrangement is replaced by a neon 
lamp indicator switched directly across the 
ac line when power is turned on. Option 
Y is assigned to the new arrangement and 
option Z is assigned to the previous 
arrangement. Option Z is rated Mrr Disc. 

D.2 The ac line power cord is changed to 
PVC yellow cord for improved strength 

and visibility. 

D.3 In Note 205, the following is added: · 
Wiring to test points TPl through TP4 

(option X) shall be No •. 24 AWG, or heavier. 

D.4 In Note 206, the following is added: 
(f) Resistor R2 and Lamp DSl. 

D.5 In Note 206, ·paragraph (c)., remove 
reference to terminals El5 ~~d El7. 

These terminals do not require insulation. 

· D. 6 Note 207 is changed as follows:. 

207. All spare leads on connectors Jl 
th~ough J8, as shown in App Pi& 1, 

shall be left at original length, taped, 
and stored. 

D.7 On CPl, capacitor C69 is added at the 
output or IC25. All units manufactured 

are equipped with capacitor C69. 
.. 

D.8 The connector table on App Fig. 1 is 
changed to indicate spare and 

unequipped terminals. 

D.9 Shielded cables are replaced by twisted 
wires. Option V is assigned to the 

new arrangement and option W is assigned 
to·the previous arrangement. Option W is 
rated Mtr Disc. 

D~lO Note 202 is changed as follows: 
Polarity 1nformation for CRl through 

CR25 (option Z) is as follows: •••• 

.!!2!!2!. ,.. ............. 
ATAT • ...........,, or WESTERN 

ELECTRIC·..........., 
"'-"' to Judge G-"1 Order ot Augull r.. 111:J. 
......_i"'J on .... 'Y 1, 1 ... AT&T will- to ... 
"Beel .. ..a .... lell 8Yf!IIIOI. with .... UOIIIIiOM .... 

Printed in U.S.A. 

1artt1 m !Mt Order. PuiSulnt ttlefWIO. eny ,...._ to 
"8ELL • 811dfor .. BELL lymllol in ... ~ II ..... 
tly IIIIMMI encl "UCIUne-d"' 
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 

CHANGES 

DATA SYSTEMS 
STATION 

DATA TEST SET NO. 911NA 

D. Description of Changes · 

CD-73094-01 
ISSUE 2D 

APPENDIX lA 
DWG ISSUE 3A 

DISTN CODE 1L02 

B. Changes in Apparatus (Components) 
D.l On PSl, sheet B3, remove the word 

"OPTIONAL" from XTAL OSC Y2 and Y3. 
Frequency information is added to the Y2 
and Y 3 XTAL OSC. 

B.l Superseded 

Jacks J7 through 
JlO, 

Switchcraft Nlll, 
App Fig. 1 

Y2 Oscillator, 
Vectron Lab. Inc. 
C0-231, See Note 
105, 

CPS3 

Y3 Oscillator, 
Vectron Lab. Inc. 
C0-231, See Note 
105, 

CPS3 

Superseded By 

Jacks J7 through 
JlO, 

Switchcraft Ll11, 
App Fig. 1 

Y2 Oscillator, 
Vectron Lab. Inc. 
231-2405, 180.000 
KHz, 

CPS3 

Y3 Oscillat~r, 
Vectron Lab. Inc. 
231-2405, 105.000 
KHz, 

CPS3 

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES, INCORPORATED 

DEPT 3116-PE-JES 

D.2 On CPS3, sheet J3A, change function 
designation on pins 4 and 6 or 

connector P5. 
• 

D.3 On PSl, sheet B3, remove function 
designation from pins 13, 14, and 22 

or connector P5. 

D.4 On PSl, sheet B3, change function 
designation on pins 4, 6, 17, and 18 

of connector P5. 

D.5_ On PSl, sheet B5, change wiring of the 
BAUD switch. 

D.6 On FSl, sheet B5, remove ground from 
shielded cables. 

D.7 Remove Note 105 from sheet Dl. 

Printed in U.S.A. 
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SECTION I - GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

1. FURPOSE OF CIRCUIT 

1.01 The 911NA data test set is a portable 
electronic set designed to provide an 

accurate source of data test signals, with 
precise control of the type and amount of 
distortion, as required, and a means of ac
curately measuring data signal degradation 
of Baudot and ASCII (American Standard Code 
for Information Interchange) codes from 45.5 
to 1800 baud with a variety of input and 
output modes of operation. 

1.02 The set combines integrated circuitry 
including read-only-memories. Light

emitting diodes are used for information 
displays. Several new functions in addition 
to the features provided by the existing 
911A data test set are provided. 

2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION 

GENERAL 
2.01 The test set is a portable electronic 

test instrument 10 inches high, 12 
inches wide, and 6 inches deep, and weighs 
under 20 pounds. It is equipped with a 
self-comtained power supply operating from 
105 to 135 volts at 50 to 60 Hz. 

2.02 The cover provides storage for patch 
cords which are supplied with the set 

and contains an information plate which dis
plays 5- and 8-level code charts and a baud 
rate table for the BAUD switch. In addition, 
this cover provides storage for the 911P EIA 
test adapter. 

2.03 The test set provides 5-element Baudot 
code with stop-pulse lengths of 1.0, 

1.42, or 1.5 elements, or 8-element even 
parity ASCII code with stop-pulse lengths of 
1.0 or 2.0 elements. Thirteen selectable 
crystal-controlled speeds are provided rang
ing from 45.5 to 1800 baud. Tables A and B 
show the baud rates and codes provided by 
the test set. Provision has been included 
for two additional baud rates as determined 
by customer-provided clocks and for using an 
external clock source. 

Switch 
Position 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

TABLE A 
BAUD SWITCH 

Switch 
Baud Position 

45.5 11 
56.9 12 
61.12 13 
74.23 14 
75.0 15 
110.0 16 
134.46 17 
150.0 18 
300.0 19 
600.0 20 

Baud 

1050.0 
1200.0 
1800.0 
Spare 
Spare 
Spare 
Optional 
Optional 

• 
External 
Clock 

*Position 19 is strapped to position 20. 

Code 

5/7 .• 0 

5/7.5 

8/10 

8/11 

8/llM 

TABLE B 
CODES· 
Description 

5-element code with 1.0-bit stop 
pulse. 
5-element code with 1.42-bit stop 
pulse. 
5-element code with 1.5-bit stop 
pulse. 
8-element code with the eighth 
information bit coded for even 
parity and with 1.0-bit stop 
pulse. 
8-element code with the eighth 
information bit coded for even 
parity and 2.0-bit stop pulse. 

8-element code with the eighth 
information bit kept marking and 
2.0-bit stop pulse. 

To reduce the size and cost and to simplify 
its operation, the BAUD and CODE switches 
are common to the transmitting and receiving 
sections of the test set. Thus the gener
ating and measuring sections are always set 
for the same code and speed. 

2.04 The test set will generate and measure 
marking, spacing and switched bias, 

marking, spacing and switched end distortion 
and combination switched distortion ranging 
from 0 to 49 percent in 1-percent increments. 

2.05 The receiving circuit output is digit-
ally displayed on a 2-digit light

emitting diode numeric display. One digit 
is used for units and the other for tens. 
An indication of the type of distortion is 
displayed on light-emitting diodes. 

TRANSMITTING SECTION OF CIR~UIT 

2.06 For Baudot code, the following So
character per line test sentence is 

generated. 

THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPED OVER A LAZY DOGS 
BACK 1234567890 AlA TESTING 

The sentence is preceded by four nonprintin~ 
characters: 

LETTERS, CARRIAGE RETURN, LINE FEED, LETTERS. 

The AlA character sequence is used to check 
the teletypewriter's ability to shift from 
the letters mode, to the figures mode, to 
the letters mode at line speed. 

2.07 For ASCII code, three selectable line 
lengths of test message are provided. 

(a) A short 38-character per line test 
sentence (S) is generated. This line 

length is intended to be used for testing 
sprocket-feed teletypewriters which print 
a limited number of characters per line, 

SECTION I 
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such as machines used to prepare customer 
service orders. The characters printed 
are: 

THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPED OVER A 

(b) A normal 77-character per line test 
sentence (N) is generated. 

THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPED OVER A LAZY 
DOG'S BACK 1234567890 TESTING 0123. 

(c) A long 137-character per line test 
sentence (L) is generated •. This line 

length is provided for testing teletype
writers equipped with wide platens. 

THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPED OVER A LAZY DOG'S 
BACK 1234567890 TESTING 0123 THE QUICK BROWN 
FOX JUMPED OVER A LAZY DOG'S BACK TEST 0123. 

The sentences are preceded by four nonprintin~ 
characters:· 

DELETE, CARRIAGE RETURN, LINE FEED, DELETE 

2.08 A selectable 1-, 2-, or 3-character 
message for testing selective calling 

stations in either Baudot or ASCII code may 
also be generated. Selection is made via the 
manual settin! of three groups of eight 
switches. In addition, SKIP switches are 
provided for the second and third characters. 
Appropriate positions of the switches are 
easily determined by referring to the code 
charts provided inside the cover of the test 
set. 

2.09 In the idle or stop state, the gener-
ator output is marking (STEP-STOP

START switch in STOP position). A space 
condition may be generated by pressing the 
nonlocking SPACE switch. 

2.10 Output distortion of the following 
types may be generated in 1-percent 

steps from 0 to 49 percent, as controlled 
by the DIST 1 percent and DIST 10 percent 
switches and the TYPE DIST switch. 

(a) Marking bias (MB) distortion is gen-
erated when the space-to-mark transi

tions are displaced before their proper 
time occurrence in relation to the begin
ning of the start pulse. 

(b) Spacing bias (SB) distortion is gen-
erated when the space-to-mark transi

tions are displaced after their proper 
time occurrence in relation to the begin
ning of ~he start pulse. 

(c) Switched bias (SWB) distortion is 
generated by alternating the MB and 

SB distortion every other character. 

(d) Marking end (ME) distortion is gen-
erated when the mark-to-space transi

tions are displaced after their proper 
time occurrence in relation to the begin
ning of the start pulse. 

SECTION I 
Page 2 

(e) Spacing end (SE) distortion is gen-
erated when the mark-to-space transi

tions are displaced before their proper 
time occurrence in relation to the begin
ning of the start pulse. 

(f) Switched end (SWE) distortion is gen
erated by alternating the ME and SE 

distortion every other character. 

(g) Switched combination (SWC) distortion 
is generated by alternating the MB, 

SB, ME, and SE distortion in each sequence 
of four characters. 

2.11 Output status of the generator is dis-
played on the SIGS (signals) li~ht

emittin~ diode (LED). The LED is lit when 
the output is marking, extinguished when 
the output is spacing, and flickers when 
the set is transmitting signals. 

2.12 The RESET switch, when activated, 
clears all counters and prepares the 

test sentence generator to transmit the 3-
character selectable messages or fox sen
tences from the beginning. 

2.13 Stepped or continuous outputs are 
provided by the STEP-STOP-START switch. 

When in the START position and generating 
fox signals, the circuit will transmit con
tinuous!~ or when generating the selectable 
message, the generator will stop at the end 
of 1-, 2-, or 3-character selected message 
depending on the position of the SKIP 
switches. The circuit will transmit one 
character at a time each time the switch is 
activated to the STEP position. 

2.14 The REPEAT switch, when operated to 
the ON position, disables the address 

counters and causes the generator, if gen
erating fox signals, to transmit the same 
character repeated!~ or if generating the 
selectable message, to generate the message 
repeatedly. 

2.15 Element (EL) and character (CH) framer 
pulse appearances are provided on the 

front panel to provide synchronization with 
other test equipment, as required by the 
user. 

2.16 Output information from the generat-
ing section of. the set is in the 

form of LV hub or EIA voltage which appears 
at VOLT OUT (LV hub or EIA) jack. A solid
state keyer is provided for keying polar 
and neutral loops up to 260 volts at 
62.5 milliamperes. The keyer should not be 
used above 150 BAUD of operation. The 
neutral loop output appears at LP driver 
T- and T+ jacks. T- has a negative bat
tery on the tip and T+ has a positive 
battery on the tip. 

) 
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2.17 The INPUT switch, when set to the .!JIST 
position, will internally connect the 

send and receive sides of the test set to
gether on a voltage basis, thus elmini'nating 
the necessity of a patch cord ~or making 
back-to-back tests. When transmitting to an 
external circuit, this switch position will 
permit the monitoring of the transmitted 
signals as may be required by the user. 

RECEIVING SECTION OF CIRCUIT 

2.18 The measuring portion of the test set 
will recognize either odd or even 

parity errors. The receipt of a parity error 
will, under control of the PARITY switch, 
light the PARITY ERROR LED. The LED may be 
extinguished by momentarily setting the 
PARITY ON-OFF switch to the OFF position or 
by depressing the RESET switch. 

2.19 The DISCR % switch is used to determine 
the operating point of the type of dis

tortion LEDs. Only an amount of distortion 
exceeding the 0-, 3-, 5-, 7-, 10-, or 15-
percent setting of the switch will light the 
appropriate distortion LED. This switch has 
no effect on the numeric display. 

2.20 The FILTER switch, when placed in the 
IN posi~ion, prevents spurious im

pulses, such as those introduced by contact 
bounce, from being recognized as actual dis
tortion in the incoming signal, and being 
displayed as such. Any transient shorter 
than approximately 0.1 millisecond is thus 
disregarded by the measuring set. 

2.21 The test set will measure both syn-
chronous and asynchronous (start/stop) 

data signals as determined by the ASYNC/SYNC 
switch. In the SYNC position, the 911NA 
measures distortion on a bit-by-bit basis 
instead of on the character-by-character 
basis used for asynchronous measurements. 
Since the clock rate required by the test 
set is 100 times the baud rate, clock pulses 
from a synchronous type data set cannot be 
used as a source of external clock signals. 

2.22 A character recognition feature will 
indicate, on a LED display, the state 

(mark or space) of each element of successive 
characters as they are received, to provide 

character identification. When receiving 
Baudbt code~ one cha~acter is displayed, and 
for ASCII code, both present and immediately 
preceding characters are shown. Code tables 
provided inside the cover of the set will 
assist in translating the display to dis
crete characters. 

2.23 The type of information displayed on 
the 2-digit light-emitting diode DIS

PLAY is determined by the setting of the 
DISPLAY switch. When set to PK, the highest 
percent of received signal distortion is 
displayed and held until manually reset. In 
the AUTO PK position, the DISPLAY will be 
automatically reset for each 16 characters 
received. In the COUNT PK position, the set 
will count overall distortion hits above the 
percentage level as determined by the set
ting of the DIST PKS switch. The PK CNT 
position will program the set to count only 
end distortion hits above the setting of the 
DIST PKS switch. In the PAR CNT position, 
the set will count the number of parity 
errors received. In the count positions, 
the set will count to a maximum of 99 and 
must be manually reset via the RESET switch. 

2.24 The INPUT switch is used to select the 
proper circuitry for compatibility with 

the input signal. Voltage signals in the 
form of high voltage hub (No. 2 hub) or EIA 
are received via the VOLT INPUT jack. The 
EIA LOW position is used for normal EIA sig
nals while the EIA HIGH position provides 
a high impedance input for bridging on cir
cuits without signal interference. Neutral 
current signals of 4, 10, 20, or 60 milli
amperes may be measured via current input 
T- (negative on tip) or T+ (positive on tip) 
jacks. In the TST position, the measuring -
set circuitry is disconnected from the input 
interface and connected to the VOLT OUT EIA 
jack on the transmitting side of the test· 
set for making back-to-back tests without 
the use of a patch cord. Input protection 
for the current inputs provides a short cir
cuit and lights the OVERLOAD LED when the 
input current exceeds approximately 90 
milliamperes. 

2.25 Input status of the measuring set is 
displayed on the SIGS (signals) LED. 

The LED is lit for a marking input, extin
guished for a spacing input, and flashing 
when the receiver is receiving signals. 

SECTION I 
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SECTION II - DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

1. TEST SENTENCE GENERATOR (CPl) 

CHARACTER FRAMER 

1.01 Clock input on pin 21 is passed via 
gate IC57C to the element and charac

ter framer circuit. Assuming the cascaded 
up/down counters IC32 and IC33 and the JK 
flip-flop IC55A have been previously reset, 
clock pulses pass through gate IC56D to the 
count-up input of the counters. The output 
of the counters produces a negative transi
tion pulse for counts of 0, 42, and 50 clock 
pulses at the outputs of gates IC31, IC30, 
and IC29 respectively. The 50 pulse, via 
gate IC56C and inverter IC27C, clocks the JK 
flip-flop IC55A, reversing its output state 
which disables gate IC56D and enables gate 
IC56B, transferring the clock to the count
down input of the two counters. As the 
counters count down past 42, a second 42 
pulse is produced by IC30. When the count 
reaches 0, the 0 pulse from gate IC31, via 
gate IC56C and inverter IC27C, will again 
clock the JK flip-flop IC55A restoring its 
output to the original state, disabling gate 
IC56B and enabling gate IC56D. Thus, the 
counting cycle starts again with output 
pulses being produced for a count of 0, 42, 
50, 42, 0, 42 ••. , etc, clock pulses, and a 
0 pulse being generated for each 100 clock 
pulses. The interval between 0 pulses cor
responds to the length of one bit. 

1.02· Character length is determined by the 
character framer counter IC59. The 

counter is used as a programmable divider by 
being preset to a predetermined number by 
outputs 1, 7, and 14 of the diode matrix 
IC51 and, employing the 0 pulse as a clock 
(element pulse) will produce a max/min 
(high) output when sequences to the maximum 
count of 15 •. The CODE switch position, 
diode matrix output,and preset numbers are 
shown in Table C. 

TABLE C 

Preset 
Code Diode Matrix Terminal No. Number 

1 7• 14 12 10 9 13 8 

7.0 L L I L H L H L L 8 

7.42 H H H H L L H L 7 

7-5 H H H H L L L H 7 

8/10 H L H L H H L L 5 

8/11 L L H L H H L L 4 

8/llM L L H L H H L L 4 

1.03 The max/min (hi~h) output combined 
with a 0, 42, or 50 pulse via gate 

IC52D, produces a negative transition cor
responding to the length of one character 

·(character pulse). The .selection- of a 0, 
42, or 50 pulse is de~term-ined by outputs 9, 
13, and 8 of diode matrix IC51 which controls 
gates IC53B, IC53A respectively. The nega
tive pulse triggers a pulse-forming circuit 
consisting of fli~-flops IC54A and IC55B and 
gate IC58B. The output consists of a nega
tive pulse of one-half clock pulse duration. 
This pulse, referred to as a reset pulse, 
appears at the end of each character. The 
pulse also appears in inverte·d form via 
inverter IC28A and buffer IC44F. The transi
tion is employed throughout the circuit for 
synchronization purposes. 

1.04 The element and character framer pulses 
appear at the El and CH jacks on the 

front panel via buffer gates IC70D and IC70F. 

STEP-STOP-START CIRCUIT 

1.05 Circuit character generation is con-
trolled by the STEP-STOP-START switch 

and the associated flip-flops employed to 
overcome switch bounce. When operated to 
either the START or STEP position, the cir
cuit will generate a reset pulse to synchro
nize the circuit in addition to enabling 
character generation. In the STOP position, 
the output of the D flip-flop IC54B is low, 
disabling gate IC57C. The output of gate 
IC53D is hi~h. When operated to the STEP 
position, the output of gate IC56A goes hi~h 
triggering multivibrator IC61. The 
7-millisecond negative pulse clocks the D 
flip-flop IC54B, whose output changes to 
hi~h enabling gate IC57C and allowing the 
passage of clock pulses to the element and 
character framer circuits. The negative 
pulse of IC61 output also triggers IC62, 
whose 1-microsecond negative transition via 
inverter IC53D resets the circuit prior to 
the generation of the character. The cir
cuit is stopped during the stop pulse by the 
max/min pulse if generating odd stop-pulse 
codes or by a delayed max/min pulse (devel
oped via IC50C and IC50D gates) if gener
ating unit length stop-pulse codes via lead 
W, thus triggering multivibrator IC60. Its 
15-microsecond positive-output pulse, via 
gate IC58C, sets flip-flop IC54B disabling 
gate IC57C and preventing the passage of 
clock pulses to the element and character 
framer circuits. 

1.06 When operated to the START position, 
circuit operation performs as ex

plained above except there is a low input 
to gate IC58C from flip-flop IC49A, and 
IC49B prevents the passage of the positive 
pulses from IC60 until the switch is re
stored to the STOP position. This will 
enable gate IC58C, allowing the pulse from 
IC60 to set IC54B as previously described. 

CHARACTER GENERATION 

1.07 Character generation is performed by 
the read-only-memory IC3. Its output 

is determined by the eight inputs from the· 
binary counters ICl and IC2. The informa
tion stored in the read-only-memory is 

SECTION II 
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permanently programmed into the device at 
the time of its manufacture. Once the in
formation is entered it cannot be changed; 
it can however, be read out as often as de
sired. Each alphanumeric character is rep
res·ented by a· binary number. Table D 
describes the generation of the "Quick Brown 
Fox" test message. 

TABLE D 

Address Output 

(Binary Input) 

1-81 SO-character per line 
Baudot code 

88-126 38-character per line 
ASCII code, called 
the short message 
(S) 

88-165 77-character per line 
ASCII code, called 
the normal message 
(N) 

88-225 137-character per line 
ASCII code, called 
the long message 
(L) 

Test sentence selection is determined by the 
LINE LENGTH switch as well as the CODE 
switch. For those codes generating the 
Baudot code, a ground via lead F from diode 
matrix IC51 disables gates ICll, 12, 13, and 
14, permitting circuit operation via gates 
IC69B and IC14B. Max/min pulses, via gate 
IC52C and lead G, clock counters ICl and IC2 
resulting in the binary output programming 
of the read-only-memory. When a count or 
81 is reached, gate IC69B is enabled. The 
negative transition of its output clears 
the D flip-flop IC68B, applying a ground via 
Q4 transistor to diode matrix IC15. The 
matrix output programs counters ICl and IC2 
for the binary number l. The output of 
diode matrix IC15 is shown in Table E. 

Input 

6 
4 

ll 
2 
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Diode 

l 7 

L L 
L L 
L L 
H L 

TABLE E 

Matrix Terminal Numbers 

Output 

14 8 13 9 12 10 

L H H L H L 
L H H L H L 
L H H L H L 

L L L L L L 

In addition, the negative output of gate 
IC69B via driver IClOB, plus an inverted 
clock pulse, produces a negative spike at 
the output of the D flip-flop IC9A. This 
negative spike loads the binary number into 
counters ICl and IC2. The reset pulse at 
the end of the Blst character sets the D 
flip-flop IC68B. Subsequent max/min pulses 
sequence the counters until a count of 81 is 

· reached again. The program counters are 
again reset to l and the generation of the 
Baudot test message begins again. The RESET 
switch is also used to reset the circuit by 
simulating a count of 81 via gate IC14B, 
which is in parallel with gate IC69B and in 
addition creates the negative spike neces
sary to reload the program counters. Gen-

.-eration of ASCII code disables gates IC69B 
and IC14B and enables gates ICll and IC12, 
or IC13 and IC14, depending upon the posi
tion of the LINE LENGTH switch. The program 
counters will therefore be reset to a count 
of 88 from a count of 125 via gate ICll, 165 
via gate IC13, or 225 via gate IC12. The 
circuit may also be reset as previously de
scribed. The REPEAT switch, when operated 
to the ON position, disables gate IC52C, 
inhibiting the counting sequence of counters 
ICl and IC2. The fixed output from the 
counters maintains the same program input to 
the read-only-memory, thus generating a 
repeated character. 

1.08 The output of the read-only-memory is 
passed via gates IC4A through IC5B to 

the shift registers IC6 and IC7. Parallel 
input is clocked out serially via lead A. 
The 0 pulse, via inverter IC26B and gate 
IC52A, is used as the clock signal input 
via lead C. Gate IC52A disables the clock 
pulse at the step-to-start transition of 
the generated signal by a blanking pulse 
formed by the D flip-flop IC39B. The reset 
pulse, via lead D, is employed instead to 
determine the end of the character transi
tion and to load the next character into 
the shift registers. 

1.09 The selectable 1-, 2-, or 3-character 
message is selected by placing the 

FOX-CHAR switch in the CHAR position which 
inhibits the read-only-memory output by 
disabling gates IC4A through IC5B, and 
enables gates IC65A, IC65B and IC65C. De
layed max/min pulses on lead W clock the 
1, 2, or 3 counter consisting of JK flip
flops IC63A and IC63B, and gates IC64B, 
IC64C, and IC64D. The count is dependent 
upon the position of·the SKIP switches 
which, when operated to the SKIP position, 
disable their associated gates. Character 
sequence is controlled via gates IC65A, 
IC65~and IC65C and buffers IC44B, IC44D, 
and IC44C, respectively. The outputs of 
these buffers control three groups of diodes, 
CR2-CR25. Switches 1-1 through 1-8, 2-1 
through 2-8, and 3-1 through 3-8, when 
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operated to position M,' provide marking bits 
at the inputs of the shift registers IC6 and 
IC7 via diodes CR2-CR25. Upon completion of 
counting, a negative pulse output clears the 
counters and via inverter IC8B and gate IC58A 
sets flip-flop IC54B. 

PERCENT DISTORTION GENERATION 

1.10 The percent of output distortion is 
determined by the settings of the DIST 

0-9 and DIST 0-40 switches which control 
diode matrices IC16 through IC20, their as
sociated gates, gate IC25, and inverter IC26D 
to produce a positive pulse one-half a clock 
pulse in width. This pulse will appear 
either between 0 percent to 49 percent 
during the count-up sequence, or 49 percent 
to 0 percent during the count-down sequence 
of counters IC32 and IC33, as determined by 
the input on lead I and the position of the 
two switches. The diode matrix output for 
the DIST 0-9 switch is shown in Table F. 
Table G shows the diode matrix output for the 
DIST 0-40 switch. 

TABLE F 

: Terminal Numbers 

Per- IC16 IC17 IC18 cent IC19 

1 7 14 8 1 7 14 8 1 7 14 8 1 7 14 8 

0 H L H L H L H L L L L L L L L L 

1 L H H L H L H L L L L L L L L L 

2 H L L H H L H L L L L L L L L L 

3 L H L H H L H L L L L L L L L L 
4 H L H L L H H L L L L L L L L L 

5 L L L L L L L L L H H L L H H L 
6 L L L L L L L L H L L H L H H L . 

. 7' L L L L L L L L L H L H L H H L .. 
8 L L L L L L L L H L H L H L L H 

9 L L L L L L L L L H H L H L L H 

TABLE G 

Terminal Numbers 

Percent IC20 

13 9 14 8 1 7 

0 H L H L H L 

10 H L H L L H 

20 H L L H H L 

30 H L L H L H 

40 L H H L H L 

This pulse locates the displaced transition 
necessary to generate the type of distortion 
selected. A count-down pulse is employed for 
the generation of the space-to-mark transi
tions for marking bias, and the mark-to
space transitions for spacing end distortion. 
A count-up pulse is used for the space-to
mark transition for spacing bias and the 
mark-to-space transition for marking end 
distortion. 

GENERATION OF THE VARIOUS TYPES OF DISTORTION 

1.11 Two outputs from shift register IC7 
are used to allow the generation of 

the various types of distortion while main
taining a constant character length. Output 
A on terminal 10 (lead A) is a signal 
having a ground for a marking bit and a pos
itive voltage for a spacing bit. Output B 
on terminal 11 (lead B) has the same polarity 
as on output A except that output B is 
advanced by one bit. Output B thus acts 
as an "anticipator" since it provides infor
mation as to the state (marking or spacing) 
of the next bit on output A. The genera
tion of the various types of distortion is 
under control of TYPE DIST switch. The TYPE 
DIST switch positions and diode matrix are 
shown in Table H. 

TABLE H 

Terminal Numbers 

Switch IC34 IC35 
Position 

7 1 13 14 9 8 7 1 13 14 9 8 

MB L H L L L L H L L H L H 

SB L H L L L H L H H L H L 

SWB L H L H L H H H L L H H 

ME H L L L L H H L H L H L 

SE H L H L L H L H L H L H 

SWE H L H H L H H H H H L L 

swc H H H H H H H H H H H H 

1.12 With the TYPE DIST switch in the 
markin~ bias ·(MB) position, ground is 

applied to terminal 2 of diode matrices IC34 
and IC35. Outputs (terminals) 7, 8, 9, 13, 
and 14 of IC34 are grounded and outputs 
(terminals) 1, 9, and 13 of IC35 are 
grounded. Ground on these outputs of IC34 
disables gates IC38B, IC42B, IC45B, IC37A, 
IC43C, IC43D, IC41A, IC66C, and IC66D. Sig
nals from the shift register IC7, output A, 
[low (0) for mark and hi~h (1) for space] 
are applied to terminal 13 of gate IC38A 
via inverter IC26E. The output from gate 
IC38A is applied to terminal 12 of flip-flop 
IC9B. The outputs from flip-flop IC9B are 
delayed by one-half clock pulse in reference 
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to output A of shift register IC7. The 
outputs from flip-flop IC39A are delayed 
by one clock pulse in reference to output 
A of shift re~ister IC7. 

1.13 The inputs of gate IC40D are derived 
from flip-flop IC9B and IC39A. The 

output of gate IC40D, terminal 11, has a 
negative spike of one-half clock pulse width 
for every positive transition at output 
A of shift register IC7. This spike is 
thus delayed by one-half clock pulse in 
reference to output A of IC7 which will 
provide the undistorted transition for char
acter generation. 

1.14 Ground on outputs 1, 9, and 13 of IC35 
disables gates IC36A, IC36C, and IC46C. 

Gates IC46A and IC46B are enabled which 
causes gate IC37C to be disabled. Since 
gates IC36C and IC46C are disabled, this al
lows the pulses from flip-flop IC55A, termi
nal 13, to pass through gate IC37D. This 
pulse is applied to gate IC25 where the digi
tal time delay is derived. This time delay 
is used to displace transitions for gener
ating various amounts of distortion. Since 
this pulse is low during the first half of 
the bit (0-49), and it is hi~h during the 
second half of the bit (49-0), the only 
count-down pulse (during the second half of 
the bit) will be passed through gate IC25. 
The output of gate IC25 is applied to gate 
IC42A via inverter IC26D. Since gate IC36A 
is disabled and gate IC36B is enabled, sig
nals from the shift register IC7, output A, 
are passed to the input of gate IC42A. Since 
gate IC41A is disabled and gate IC41B is 
enabled, inverted signals from shift register 
IC7, output B, are passed to the input of 
gate IC42A. The inputs at gate IC42A are as 
follows. 

(a) The input on terminal 1 is a positive 
spike for every bit and occurs during 

the last half of the bit. The position of 
the spike in reference to output A of 
the shift register IC7 is determined by 
the amount of distortion being generated. 

(b) The input on terminal 13 is the out-
put A of the shift register (mark-0 

and space-1). 

(c) The input on terminal 2 is the in
verted output B of the shift regis

ter and is advanced by one bit in reference 
to output S of the shift register. 

Assume that the DIST ~ switches are set to 
25 percent through the description or this 
section. The output of gate IC42A will be 
a negative spike which occurs 25 percent 
sooner than the negative transition of the 
shift register, output A. The output of 
this gate is transferred via gate IC66A and 
inverter IC8E to the input ·or gate IC40B. 

1.15 The output of gate IC40D is a negative 
spike for each negative transition of 
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the shift register, output -A, which is 
transferred without delay via gates IC40A 
and IC40B (gates IC40A and IC40B form a 
flip-flop) to the input of gate IC45A. Since 
gate IC45B is disabled, the output 6f-gate 
IC45A has all positive transitions advanced 
by 25 percent, and all negative transitions 
occurring without delay, in respect to the 
shift register inverted output A. The 
signal at the output of gate IC45A has 25 
percent of marking bias (mark-1 and space-0). 

1.16 With the TYPE DIST switch in the 
spacing bias (SB) positio~ ground is 

applied to terminal 12 of diode matrices 
IC34 and IC35. Outputs (terminals) 7, 9, 
13, and 14 of IC34 and outputs (terminals) 
1, 8, and 14 of IC35 are grounded.- Ground 
on outputs 7, 9, 13, and 14 of IC34 performs 
the same functions as described in paragraph 
1.12 except that gate IC37A is enabled since 
ground from output 8 of IC34 is removed. 
The output of gate IC40D is the same as de
scribed in paragraph 1.12 of this section. 
Ground on outputs 7, 8, and 14 of IC35 dis
ables gates IC36B, IC46A, and IC46B. Gates 
IC36C and IC46C are enabled, which causes 
gate IC37D to be disabled. Since gates 
IC46A and IC46B are disabled, this allows 
pulses from flip-flop IC55A, terminal 12, 
to pass through gate IC37C. This pulse is 
applied to gate IC25. The operation of gate 
IC25 is the same as described in paragraph 
1.12 except that the only count-up pulse dur
ing the first part of the bit will be passed 
through this gate. The output of gate IC25 
is applied to gate IC42A via inverter IC26D. 
Since gate IC36A is enabled and gate IC36B 
is disabled, inverted signals from the shift 
register IC7, output (A) are passed to the 
.input of gate IC42A. Gate IC41A is disabled 
and gate IC41B is enabled and therefore, in
verted signals from shift register IC7, out
put (B), are passed to the input of gate 
IC42A. The inputs at gate IC42A are as fol-

·lows. 

(a) The input at terminal 1 is a positive 
spike for every bit and occurs during 

the first half of the bit. 

(b) The input on terminal 13 is the in
verted output A of the shift regis-

ter. 

(c) The output on terminal 2 is the same 
as described in 1.-12. 

1.17 The output of gate IC42A will be a 
ne~ative spike which occurs 25 per

cent later than the negative transition of 
the shift register, output A. The output 
of this ~ate is transferred via ~ate 
IC66A and inverter ICBE to the input or 
gate IC40B. The output of ~ate IC40D is 
the same as described in 1.12, and its trans
ferral to the output of ~ate IC45A is also 
the same. Since gate IC45B is disabled, 
the output of gate IC45A has all positive 
transitions delayed by 25 percent and all 
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negative transitions occurring without delay 
in respect to the shift register inverted 
output A. The signal at the output of 
gate IC45A has 25 percent of spacing bias. 

1.18 With the TYPE DIST switch in the 
switched bias (SWB) position, ground 

is applied to terminal 3 of diode matrices 
IC34 and IC35. Outputs (terminals) 7, 9, 
and 13 of IC34 are grounded and outputs 
(terminals) 13 and 14 of IC35 are grounded •. 
Grounding these outputs disables gates IC38B, 
IC41A, IC42B, IC43C, IC43D, IC45B, IC46A, 
and IC46C. The output of gate IC40D is the 
same as described in 1.12. The inputs 
to gate IC42A will alternate for 
every character. One character will have 
the same inputs as described in 1.12 for 
marking bias, and the next character will 
have the same inputs as described in 
1.16 for spacing bias. The switching of the 
inputs of gate IC42A is under control of 
flip-flop IC48B. This flip-flop is switched 
once every character by the output of gate 
IC58B at the beginning of the start pulse. 
The outputs from flip-flop IC48B are applied 
to the inputs of gates IC66C and IC66D. The 
output of gate IC66C controls gates IC36A, 
IC37A, and IC36C. The output of gate IC66D 
controls gates IC36B, IC46B, IC46C, and 
IC66B. Since gate IC45B is disabled, the 
output of gate IC45A has 25 percent of 
switched bias. 

1.19 With the TYPE DIST switch in the 
marking end (ME) distortion position, 

ground is applied to terminal 11 of diode 
matrices IC34 and IC35. Outputs (terminals) 
1, 9, 13, and 14 of IC34 are grounded, and 
outputs (terminals) 1, 8, and 14 of IC35 are 
grounded. Ground on these outputs of IC34 
disables gates IC38A, IC45A, IC41B, IC41A, 
IC43C, IC43D, IC66C, and IC66D. Signals 
from the shift register IC7, output A, are 
applied to terminal 4 of gate IC38B. The 
output from gate IC38B is applied to termi
nal 12 of flip-flop IC9B. The outputs of 
flip-flops IC9B and IC39A have the same de
lays as described in 1.12, in reference to 
output A of the shift register IC7. The 
inputs to gate IC40D are derived from flip
flops IC9B and IC39A. The output of gate 
IC40D has a negative spike of one-half 
clock pulse width for every negative trans
ition at output A of the shift register. 
This spike is thus delayed by one-half clock 
;pulse in reference to output A of the shirt 
register, which will provide the undistorted 
transition for character generation. Ground 
on outputs 1, 8, and 14 .of IC35 disables 
gates IC36A, IC46A, and IC46B. Gates IC36C 
and IC46C are enabled which causes gate 
IC37D to be disabled. Because gates IC46A 
and IC46B are disabled, pulses from flip-
flop IC55A, terminal 12, are allowed to pass 
through gate IC37C.. This pulse is applied 
to gate IC25. The operation of gate IC25 is 
the same as described in 1.12 except that only 

a single count-up pulse during the first 
part of the bit will be passed through this 
gate. The output of gate IC25 is applied 
to gate IC42A via inverter IC26D. The in
puts at gate IC42A are as follows. 

(a) The input at terminal 1 is a positive 
spike for every bit and occurs during 

the first half of the bit. 

(b) The input on terminal 13 is the out
put A of the shift register. 

(c) The input on terminal 2 is high since 
both gates IC41A and IC41B are dis

abled. 

1.20 The output of gate IC42A will be a 
negative spike which occurs 25 percent 

later than the positive transition .of the 
shift re~ister,output A. In marking end dis
tortion, all mark-to-space transitions are 
delayed except the start-pulse transition. 
In order to have the start pulse undistorted, 
a reset pulse, D, is applied to the input of 
gate IC66A via gate IC42B. The· output of 
gate IC66A is applied to the input of gate 
IC40B via inverter IC8E. The input at gate 
IC40B is the same as the output of gate 
IC42A. except that it will also have a nega
tive pulse of one-half clock pulse width 
at the end of the stop pulse. Since gate 
IC45A is disabled, the output of gate IC45B 
has all positive transitions delayed by 25 
percent, except the start pulse transition, 
and all negative transitions occurring with
out delay in respect to the shift register, 
inverted output A. The signal at the out
put of gate IC45B has 25 percent of marking 
end distortion (mark-1 and space-0). 

1.21 With the TYPE DIST switch in the 
spacing end (SE) distortion position, 

ground is applied to terminal 4 of diode 
matrices IC34 and IC35. Outputs (terminals) 
1, 9, and 14 of IC34 and outputs (terminals) 
7, 9, and 13 of IC35 are grounded. Ground 
on these outputs of IC34 disables gates 
IC38A, IC45A, IC41B, IC43C, IC43D, IC66C, 
and IC66D. The output of gate IC40D is the 

Fx

ame as described in 1.19. Ground on out
uts 7, 9, and 13 of IC35 disables gates 
C36B, IC36C, and IC46C. Since gates IC36C 

E
nd IC46C are disabled, this allows the 
ulses from flip-flop IC55A, terminal 13, 
o pass through gate IC37D. These pulses 

are applied to gate IC25. The operation 
~or gate IC25 is the same as described 1n 
!1.12. The output of gate IC25 is applied 
~o gate IC42A via inverter IC26D. The in
~uts at gate IC42A are as follows. 

(a) The input at terminal 1 is a positive 
spike for every bit and occurs during 

the last half of the bit. 

(b) The input at terminal 13 is the in
verted output A of the shift regis-

ter. 
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(c) The input at terminal 2 is the output 
B of the shift register and is ad

vanced by one bit in reference to output 
A of the shift register. 

The output of gate IC42A will be a negative 
spike which occurs 25 percent sooner than the 
negative transition of the shift register, 
output A. In spacing end distortion all 
mark-to-space transitions are advanced ex
cept the start-pulse transition. In order 
to have the start pulse undistorted,a reset 
pulse, D, is applied to the input of gate 
IC66A via gate IC42B. The output of gate 
IC66A is applied to the input of gate IC40B 
via inverter IC8E. The input at gate IC40B 
is the same as the output of gate IC42A ex
cept that it will have in addition a negative 
pulse at the end of the stop pulse. Since 
gate IC45A is disabled, the output of gate 
IC45B has all positive transitions advanced 
by 25 percent except the start pulse transi-

.. tion, and all negative transitions occurring 
without delay in respect to the shift regis
ter, inverted output A. The signal at the 
output of gate IC45B has 25 percent of 
spacing end distortion. 

1.22 With the TYPE DIST switch in the 
switched end (SWE) distortion position, 

ground is applied to terminal 10 of diode 
matrices IC34 and IC35. Outputs (terminals) 
1 and 9 of IC34 are grounded, and outputs 8 
and 9 of IC35 are grounded. Ground on these 
outputs disables gates IC38A, IC45A, IC41B, 
IC43C, IC43D, IC46B, and IC36C. The output 
of gate IC40D is the same as described in 
1.19. The inputs to gate IC42A will alter
nate for every second character. One char
acter will have the same inputs as described 
in 1.19 for marking end distortion, and the 
next character will have the same inputs 
as described in 1.21 for spacing end dis
tortion. The switching of the inputs of 
gate IC42A is under control of flip-flop 
IC48B. This flip-flop is switched once 
every character by the output of gate IC58B, 
at the beginnin~ of the start pulse. The 
outputs from flip-flop IC48B are applied to 
·the inputs of gates IC66C and IC66D. The 
outputs of these gates control which type 
of distortion (marking or spacing end 

-distortion) is applied to the input of 
gate IC45B. The output of gate IC45B has 
25 percent of switched end distortion. 

1.23 With the TYPE DIST switch in the 
switched combination (SWC) distortion 

position, ground is applied to terminal 5 of 
diode matrices IC34 and IC35. All outputs 
(terminals) of IC34 and IC35 are high. Gates 
IC66C and IC66D control the one character 
sequence type of distortion or bias while 
gates IC43C and IC43D control two character 
sequences of switched end distortion or 
switched bias. The switched combination 
distortion is composed of four basic types 
of distortion generated in a repetitive 
cycle of four characters; the first charac
ter has MB, the second character has SB, 
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the third character has ME distortion, and 
the fourth has SE distortion. This is ac
complished by switching flip-flop IC48B 
every character at the beginning of the 
start pulse. The 9 output of flip-flop 
IC48B switches flip-flop IC48A every two 
characters. The outputs of these two flip
flops are applied to gates IC66C, IC66D, 
IC43C,and ICLi3D which control the type of 
distortion applied to the inputs of gate 
IC45A or IC45B. The outputs of these two 
gates will have 25 percent of switched com
bination distortion. 

1.24 The output of gate IC45A or IC45B is 
connected to the EIA driver IC47. The 

signal output of gate IC45A or IC45B is also 
connected via inverter IC8F and buffer IC70A 
to SIGS lead which in turn is coupled to the 
SIGS light-emitting diode (LED). The LED 
will be on for a marking output, extinguished 
for a spacing output, and will flicker at the 
bit rate when signals are being generated. 

1.25 Depressing the nonlocking SPACE switch 
applies a ground via lead SS to the 

input of the EIA driver IC47 to simulate a 
steady spacing output. 

2. DISTORTION MEASURING SET (CP2) 

UNITS AND TENS DISTORTION COUNTER 

2.01 The units and tens distortion counter 
consists of gates IC52A, IC52B, and 

IC52C, flip-flop IC53A, and up/down decode 
counters IC54 and IC55. In the idle con
dition, both counters are cleared by flip
flop IC63B, causing the output of gate IC60 
to go low and the output of IC59 to go high. 
Gate IC60 detects 0 count, while gate IC59 
detects 50 count. Counters IC54 and IC55 
are enabled at the first mark-to-space 
transition (start pulse) of the incoming 
signals. These counters, which start count
ing from 0 to 50, are triggered by a low-to
high transition of the clock pulse. When a 
count of 50 is reached, gate IC59 goes low 
causing the output of gate IC58A to go hi~h. 
This toggles flip-flop IC53A through gate 
IC52A. These coun~ers now start to count 
from 50 to o. The output of gate IC59 is 
used to trigger the character-framer binary 
counter IC61 and flip-flops IC3C and IC3D. 
The outputs of counters IC54 and IC55 are 
used for stores IC18 and IC19 and for dis
tortion discriminator circuit IC6, IC7 and 
for gate IC9. 

CHARACTER FRAMER 

2.02 The character framer consists of 4-
bit binary counter IC61, gate IC62B, 

and flip-flop IC63B. The input to IC61 
is applied from gate IC59 (count 50). 
The counter is arranged to divide by 7 or 
10 depending on the position of the CODE 
switch. For Baudot codes (5/7.0, 5/7.42, 
and 5/7.5) the counter is arranged to di
vide by 7 and for ASCII codes (8/10, 8/11, 
and 8/llM) the counter is arrange~ to 
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divide by 10. During the idle condition 
(mark), the 1 side of flip-flop IC63B is 
low which clears counters IC5~ and IC55, and 
flip-flop IC53A. Flip-flop IC63B is set 
at the first mark-to-space transition (start 
pulse) of the incoming signal causing the 
1 side of this flip-flop to go high. This 
enables flip-flop IC53A, counters IC5~ and 
IC55, and gate IC58D. The character framer 
is required for synchronizing ~he measuring 
set with the in~oming signals. 

2.03 If flip-flop IC63B gets stuck in the 
set condition (0 side low) due to 

noise impulses, the counters IC5~ and IC55 
will get out of synchronization with the 
incoming signals. This would prevent these 
counters from reaching the 50 count. Since 
counter IC61 is triggered from the 50 count 
gate (IC59), counters IC5~ and IC55 would 
never be cleared to start the proper count. 
When this unusual condition occurs the 4-bit 
binary counter IC56 is enabled. After 16 
transitions from flip-flop IC53A or 8 
transitions from flip-flop IC53B the output 
D of counter IC56 will go low. This will 
clear flip-flop IC63B which in turn will 
clear counters IC54 and IC55 thus synchron
izing the measuring set with the incoming 
signals. 

2.0~ When synchronous signals are measured, 
operate ASYNC-SYNC switch to SYNC po

sition. This transfers outputs from flip
flop IC63B to the outputs of monopulser IC~. 
Every transition of the incoming signal 
causes a positive pulse (one-half clock 
width) at the output of the exclusive OR 
gate IC2C which triggers the monopulser. 
The outputs of the monopulser are approxi
mately 1.5-microsecond pulses which pro~ide 
similar functions as flip-flop IC63B on a 
bit-by-bit basis. 

UNITS AND TENS DISTORTION STORES AND 
COMPARATORS 

2.05 The units and tens distortion stores 
consist of two 4-bit bistable latches 

IC18 and IC19. These latches are ideally 
suited for use as temporary storage for 
binary information. The outputs from the 
units and tens counters are present at the 
D inputs of both stores. The information 
is transferred to the Q outputs of both 
stores when the load pulse E is hiJZ:h. The 
Q outputs will follow the data inputs as 
long as th~ load pulse remains hiJZ:h. . When 
the load pulse goes low, the information 
(that was present at the time the transition 
occurred) is retained at the output of the 
stores until the load pulse is permitted to 
go high again. 

2.06 The units and tens comparators are 
composed of two 4-bit magnitude com

parators !C26 and IC27. These circuits are 
used to compare two 4-bit words (A and B); 
word A is associated with input A and word B 
is associated with output B. The comparators 
determine their relative magnitude with the 

result being indicated by nigh-level volt
age at the A>B, A<B, or A•B output. The 
comparators compare the information from the 
units and tens counters to the information 
located in the stores. If the magnitude of 
the data present at the input of the units 
and tens counters is greater than the in
formation of the store (A>B), the output of 
store IC27 is high. This enables gate IC23B 
which causes load pulse L.to go through 
gate IC28A, inverters IC36B and IC37D pro
viding load pulse E for clocking stores 
IC18 and IC19. This load pulse E will 
load the information to both stores. The 
load pulse L is derived from the incoming 
signal by the flip-flops IClA and IClB and 
gate IC2C. The output gate IC2C will have 
a positive pulse of one-half clock pulse 
width for each transition of the incoming 
signal. If the information in the store is 
equal or less than the information from the 
units and tens counters, gate IC23B is dis
abled. When gate IC23B is disabled, it 
provides a no-load pulse E at the inputs 
of the stores; therefor~the information in 
the store remains unchanged. The informa
tion in the store is the amount of distor
tion present in the incoming_ signals. The 
information in the stores is in the form of 
binary-coded decimal (BCD) and it is applied 
to the numericai display on the control 
panel. 

DISTORTION ANALYZER 

2.01 The distortion analyzer circuit con-
sists of gates ICllA, ICllB, IC12A, 

IC12B, IC13A, 4-bit store IC14, inverter 
IC8C, buffers IC15A, IC15B, IC15E, IC15F, 
and flip-flops IC16A and IC16B. The dis
tortion measuring set detects and displays 
the peak distortion of incoming signals. 
In practice, this distortion is made up of 
a certain amount of each of the four basic 
types of distortion: marking bias, spacing 
bias, marking end distortion, and spacing 
end distortion. 

(a) A marking bias (MB) corresponds to a 
transition from space-to-mark oc

curring before .the end of the element. 

(b) A spacing bias (SB) corresponds to a 
transition from space-to-mark after 

the end of the element. 

(c) A marking end (ME) distortion cor
responds to a transition from mark

to-space occurring after the end of the 
element .. 

(d) A spacing end (SE) distortion cor
responds to a transition from mark

to-space occurring before the end of the 
element. 

2.08 When the incoming signal has MB, the 
1- side of flip-flop IC53A is hi~h 

during the time interval. This time in
terval is the second half of each bit where 
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the units and tens counters are counting 
from 50 to 0. The MSl signal (hi~h for mark 
and low for space) causes gate ICllA to go 
low. The output of gate ICllA is applied 
to the input of store IC14. This information 
is transferred to the output of the store by 
the load signal L via gates IC3B and IC3A. 
Gates IC3C and IC3D are used to block the 
first mark-to-space (M-S) transition (start 
pulse) from being transferred to the store. 
This transition is a reference point for 
measuring all distortion and therefore it is 
not necessary to transfer it to the store. 
When the output of gate ICllA is low, except 
the first M-S transition, the output lQ of 
store IC14 will also go low. This causes 
the MB LED to light on the control panel via 
buffer IC15E. 

2.09 When the incoming signal has SB, the 
0 side of flip-flop IC53A is high 

during the time interval. This time inter
val is the first half of each bit when the 

-units and tens counters are counting from 0 
to 50. The inputs to gate ICllB are high 
from flip-flop IC53A and from the MSl signals 
causing the output of this gate to go low. 
This information is transferred to store IC14 
in a similar manner to that described in 
2.08. The output 2Q of the store goes low 
causing the SB LED to light on the control 
panel via buffer IC15F. 

2.10 When the incoming signal has ME dis-
tortion, the 0 of flip-flop IC53A is 

high,. The MSl signal is high for space, and 
since the 0 side of flip-flop IC53A is 
also high, this causes the output of gate 
IC12B to go low. The information is trans
ferred through the store IC14 via flip-flop 
IC16A and buffer IC15B to the ME LED on the 
control panel, and causes the ME LED to 
light. 

2.11 When the incoming signal has SE dis-
tortion, the 1 side of flip-flop 

IC53A is high The MSl is hi~h for space, 
and since the 1 side of flip-flop IC53A is 
also high, this causes the output ~f gate 
IC12A to go low. The information is trans
ferred through the store IC14 via flip-flop 
IC16B and buffer IC15A to the SE LED on the 
control panel, and causes the SE LED to 
light. Flip-flops IC16A and IC16B are used 
for ME and SE distortions only. Without 
these flip-flops the ME and SE LEDs would 
light momentarily and for higher baud rates, 
and they would not provide sufficient bright
ness. 

PARITY CHECK 

2.12 Some codes, such as the ASCII code, 
provide an eighth bit for checking 

the parity of a received character. This 
parity bit, which is usually the eighth in
formation bit, makes the number of marking 
information bits always an even number if 
even parity is used, or always an odd number 
if odd parity is used. 
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2.13 when no pari"ty is des.ired J flip-flop 
IC39B is held in the clear condition 

by grounding the clear terminal of this flip
flop via the PARITY (ON-OFF) switch •. This 
PARITY switch also applies ground to either 
the CLEAR or SET terminal of flip-flop IC39A, 
depending on whether an even or an odd parity 
check is made. When a parity check is de
sired, operation of the PARITY switch to its 
ON position removes ground from flip-flops 
IC39B (CLEAR terminal) and IC39A (CLEAR or 
SET terminal) depending on the position of 
the PARITY (EVEN-ODD) switch. 

2.14 For an even parity check, flip-flop 
IC39A is held in the set state during 

the stop pulse by gate IC64A. This allows 
flip-flop IC39A to change its state in the 
middle of every marking bit except during 
the stop pulse of the received character. 
If the number of marking bits of the in
coming character is even, flip-flop IC39A 
will be in the set state. In this case 
there will be no change in the state of flip
flop IC39B. During the start pulse, flip
flop IC39A is cleared via gates IC2D and 
IC38C. If the number of marking bits of the 
incoming character is odd, flip-flop IC39A 
will be in a clear state during the second 
half of the stop pulse. If the stop pulse 
consists of two bits, flip-flop IC39A will 
be cleared during the second half of the 
first bit of the stop pulse. When flip-
flop IC39A clears, it enables gate IC38A 
which sets flip-flop IC39B. This causes 
PAR LED on a control panel to light via in
verter IC37B, indicating that a parity error 
has occurred. The PAR LED can be extin
guished either by operating the PAR ON-OFF 
switch to OFF, or by depressing the RESET 
switch. 

2.15 For an odd parity check, flip-flop 
IC39A is held in the clear state 

during the stop pulse by gate IC64A. The. 
flip-flop IC39A will operate in a manner 
similar to that described in 2.14. 
If the number of marking bits is odd, flip
flop IC39A ·Will be in the set state and 
flip-flop IC39B remains in its clear state. 
If the number of marking bits of the in
coming characters is even, flip-flop IC39A 
will be in a clear state. This causes flip
flop IC39B to set, lighting the PAR LED on 
the control panel, indicating that a parity 
error has occurred. 

DISPLAY CHARACTERS 

2.16 Provision is made for displaying the 
information bits of the last two 

characters received for ASCII code and the 
last character received for Baudot code. 
This feature is under control of the DISPLAY 
CHAR switch, which has three positions (OFF, 
5, and 8). Position OFF is used when dis~ 
play characters are not required. Position 
5 is used for Baudot code, and position 8 
is used for ASCII code. The circuit con
sists of buffer amplifiers IC42, IC46, and 
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IC51, gates ICij3, ICij9, and IC50, two 8-bit 
shift registers ICijij and IC47, and one 5-bit 
shift register IC48. All shift registers · · 
perform serial-to-parallel conversion. The 
output of these shift registers will be low 
for the marking bits and hi~h for the spacing 
bits of the received characters. 

2.17 The clocking signal for all shift 
registers is provided from the output 

of gate IC43C. The output of this gate pro
vides sampling in the middle of every bit Qf 
the received character to determine whether 
the bit is marking or spacing. Data at the 
inputs of the shift register may be changed 
while the clocking signal is high, but only 
information meeting the setup requirements 
will be entered. Clocking (output of gate 
IC43C) occurs on the low-to-high level tran
sitions. 

2.18 For receiving ASCII code characters, 
shift register IC48 is held ·clear by 

the CODE switch. When the first character 
of an ASCII code is received, its information 
bits are shifted serially into the shift 
register IC44. The start pulse is shifted 
from IC44 to flip-flop IC45B. The outputs 
from IC44 are connected to DISPLAY CHAR LEOs 
1-1 through 1-8 on the control panel via 
buffer amplifiers. Lighted DISPLAY CHAR 
LEDs represent a marking bit of the received 
character, eg, if second and fifth bits of 
the first received character are marking, 
LEDs 1-2 and 1-5 will be lit. When the 
second character is received into the shift 
register IC44, the first-character informa
tion which was formerly stored, is trans
ferred into the second-shift register IC47. 
The outputs of the second-shift register are 
connected to DISPLAY CHAR LEDs 2-1 through 
2-8 via buffer amplifiers. The information 
of the first character is displayed on LEDs 
2-2 and 2-5. The information of the second 
character received is displayed on LEDS 1-1 
through 1-8. 

2.19 For receiving Baudot code characters, 
shift registers IC44 and IC47 are held 

clear by the CODE switch. All DISPLAY CHAR 
LEDs are extinguished by th~DISPLAY CHAR 
switch except LEDs 2-1 through 2-5. When a 
character is received, its information bits 
are shifted serially into the shift register 
IC48. The outputs from IC48 are connected 
to DISPLAY CHAR LEDs 2-1 through 2-5 via 
exclusive OR gates IC50 and IC49B, and via 
buffer amplifiers. 

DISTORTION DISCRIMINATOR CIRCUIT 

2.20 This circuit consists of diode matrix 
IC5, inverters IC6, IC7, and IC8 and 

gates IC9 and IClO. The DISCR % switch is 
provided to suppress any type of distortion 
beneath a predetermined threshold level from 
the distortion display. This level is de
termined by the position of the DISCR % 
switch. The DISCR % switch has five posi
tions (0, 3, 5, 10, and 15 percent). If 

the DISCR% sw1tch·is set to position 5, 
~ny ~istortion ~ess than 5 percent will .not 
illuminate a LED. Most telet.ypewriter sig
nals contain more than one type of dist~
tion. The use of the DISCR % switch wil1 
provide a general breakdown as to the con
tribution of the different types of dis
tortion in the signal. 

2.21 When DISCR % switch is set to a par-
ticular threshold level, gates IClOC 

and !ClOD will be controlled by gate IC9 and 
flip-flop IC53A. Some inputs of gate IC9 
are connected directly to the units and tens 
counters and some inputs are connected to 
the counters via inverters, which are under 
control of .diode matrix IC5. For example, 
when the DISCR % switch is set to the 5 po
sition, ground is applied to terminal 11 of 
diode matrix IC5. The outputs 7, 14, 13, 
and 10 of diode matrix IC5 are grounded. 
These outputs are connected via inverters 
IC7D, IC7E, and IC6E to the inputs of gate 
IC9 under control of the diode matrix. Gate 
IC9 will be low for a time interval of 5 
percent of every transition of the received 
character. This causes gate IClOC to go low 
which disables gates ICllA, ICllB, IC12B, 
and IC12A. These gates will blank out any 
display of the distortion of the received 
character of 5 percent or less thus prevent
ing LEDs MB, SB, ME, and SE from lighting. 
When the amount of distortion of the re
ceived character is higher than the ·setting 
of the DISCR % switch, gate IClOC will go 
hi~h. This will allow the display of the 
proper type of distortion by the LEDs on 
the control panel. The procedure for other 
settings of the DISCR % switch is similar 
and can be easily traced. 

DISPLAY CIRCUIT 

2.22 The DISPLAY switch has five positions: 
PK, AUTO PK, PK CNT, END CNT, and PAR 

CNT. When the DISPLAY switch is set to the 
PK position, ground is applied to terminal 
3 on diode matrices IC40 and IC41. Outputs 
13 and 14 of IC40, and outputs 8, 13, and 
14 of IC41 are grounded. Ground on terminal 
13 of IC40 disables gate IC33A, which causes 
its output to go high. This enables gate 
IC28A via buffer IC29C, which will allow the 
load pulse L to pass when the output A>B 
of comparator IC27 is high. The output of 
gate IC28A provides the load pulse E to 
stores IC18 and IC19 via inverters IC36B 
and IC37D. This will allow the highest 
percent of received signal distortion to be 
displayed on the DISPLAY LEDs of the control 
panel. 

2.23 When the DISPLAY switch is set to the 
AUTO PK position, ground is applied 

to terminal 5 on diode matrices IC40 and 
IC41. Outputs of IC40 and 41 are the same 
as for PK, except that terminal 13 of IC40 
is high. This enables gate IC33A.· The in
put 2 to gate IC33A is derived from 4-bit 
binary counter IC32, flip-flop IC34B, and 
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gates IC33C, IC33D, and IC33B. The output 
of gate IC33B will go high for every six
teenth character. The display units and tens 
on ~e control panel will be automatically 
re&lt for every sixteenth character. 

2.24 When the DISPLAY switch is set to the 
PK CNT position, ground is applied to 

terminal 4 on diode matrices IC40 and IC41. 
Outputs 8, 9, and 13 of IC40, and outputs 
7, 8, and 9 or IC41 are grounded. Ground on 
terminals 8 and 9 of IC40 disables gates 
IC20, IC2l, IC22B, IC22C, IC22D, IC23A, 
IC23C, and IC23D. This blocks the informa
tion from the stores IC18 and IC19 to display 
units and tens on the control panel. Ground 
on terminal 13 of IC40 disables gate IC33A. 
Ground on terminal 7 of IC41 disables in
verter IC37D. This blocks the load signal 
derived from comparator IC27 via gates IC23B 
and IC28A. Ground on terminal 8 of IC41 
disables inverter IC36E which enables gate 
IC35A. Terminal 14 of IC41 is high which 

.enables inverter IC37E. This will pass the 
load signal L independently of comparator 
IC27 via inverters IC36A and IC37E to stores 
IC18 and IC19. The DIST PKS switch provides, 
in 5-percent steps from 5 to 40 percent, a 
threshold distortion to the comparators IC26 
and IC27. When the distortion from stores 
IC18 and IC19 is above the setting of the 
DIST PKS switch, the output A<B of compar
ator IC27 goes high. This causes gate IC13C 
to go low; its output is connected to the 
input of gate IC35A via buffer IC15D, and 
inverters IC36C and IC36F. Output of gate 
IC35A goes high which causes the counters 
IC30 and IC31 to advance by one count for 
any type of distortion, counting total dis
tortion hits. These counters are arranged 
to count a maximum of 99. After a count of 
99, the .counters will lock up and must be 
manually reset by the RESET switch. 

2.25 When ·the DISPLAY switch is set to the 
END CNT position, ground is applied 

to terminal 2 of IC40 and IC41. Outputs 8, 
9, and 13 of IC40 are grounded in the same 
manner as the PK CNT position. Outputs 7, 
8, and 13 of IC41 are grounded in the same 
manner as the PK CNT position, except that 
output 13 is grounded. Output 13 of IC41 
disables gate IC13A. This enables gate IC13B 
which allows the counting of end distortion 
hits above the setting of the DIST PKS 
switch. Counting of these hits is the same 
as described in 2.24. When the 
DISPLAY switch is set to the PAR CNT posi~ 
tion, ground is applied to terminal 11 of 
IC40 and IC41. Outputs 7, 8, and 13 of IC40 
are grounded in the same manner as the PK 
CNT position. Outputs 1, 13, and 14 of IC41 
are grounded. Grounding·output 13 of IC41 
is performed in the same manner as counting 
end distortion hits as described in this 
paragraph. Ground on terminal 1 of IC41 
disables inverter IC36F, which enables gate 
IC35A. Ground on terminal 14 of IC41 dis
ables inverter IC37E. Output 8 of IC41 is 
hi~h, which enables inverter IC36E. When a 
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parity error is received, flip-flop IC34A 
will clear for every error.· Normally, flip
flop IC34A is set by the first M-S transi
tion. When flip-flop IC34A is cleared, its 
0 side is low which disables gate IC35A 
via inverters IC36D and IC36E. Output of 
gate IC35A goes high which causes the· 
counters IC30 and IC31 to advance by one 
count. The counters will count the number 
of parity -errors received up to a maximum of 
99. The counters can be manually reset by 
the RESET switch. 

3. CLOCK, INPUT, OUTPUT AND PIL'l'ER 
CIRCUITS (CP3) 

CLOCK CIRCUIT 
3.01 To generate and receive the various 

characters of a test message, an ac
curate clock is necessary since errors in 
the clock rate will cause the total distor
tion for some characters to be as much as 
nine times the distortion of one bit. Thus, 
a clock frequency many times higher than the 
baud rate is chosen so that, when divided to 
the desired frequency, the error rate is 
proportionally divided. 

3.02 The crystal controlled oscillator Yl 
has a square-wave output of 9.6 MHz. 

This output is divided to a frequency of 
100 times the desired baud rate and distrib
uted to both the generating and receiving 
portions of the test set. Table I indicates 
the clock output frequency for each position 
of the BAUD switch. 

3.03. For positions 1 through 13 of the BAUD 
switch, the 9.6-MHz clock frequency is 

passed via gate IC8C to flip-flops IC7A and 
IC7B where an initial 4-to-1 division takes 
place. The 2.4-MHz output is then further 
reduced by counters IC17, IC18, and IC19 
whose frequency division is determined by 
the inputs from the BAUD switch controlled 
diode matrices IC13, IC14, IC15, and IC16. 
The negative spike outputs from the counters 
are further reduced and formed into a sym
metrical square wave by flip-flop ICllA. 
The square-wave output is then passed via 
gates IC8B and IClO to the clock output via 
gate IC9C, and in inverted form (clock) via 
inverter IC5F. 

3.04 Switch positions 17 and 18 apply 
ground to inverters IC5C and IC5A 

which disables gates IC8C or IC8B and IC4C 
or IC4B, respectively. Disabling gate IC8C 
stops the Yl oscillator clock output from 
entering the flip-flop IC7A. The customer
provided clock is obtained now from Y3 os
cillator via gate IC4C or from Y2 oscillator 
via gate IC4B depending on the position of 
the BAUD switch. The output of gate IC4C 
or IC4B is passed to the input of gate IClD 
as described in 3.03. Since there 
is no frequency division associated with 
these gates, the crystal-controlled clock 
frequency should b.e 100 times the desired 
baud rate. 

) 
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TABLE I. 

Frequency 
Division of 
Counters Clock Output (IC9C) 

Position Baud Rate IC17, 18, and 19 Frequency in KHz 

1 45.5 263 4.563 :!:.2 Hz 

2 56.9 211 5.687 :!:.2 Hz 

3 61.12 196 6.122 :!:.3 Hz 

4 74.23 162 7.407 :!:.3 ·Hz 

5 75.0 160 7.500 :!:.3 Hz 

6 110.0 109 11.009 :!:.3 Hz 

7 134.46 89 13.483 :!:,4 Hz 

8 150.0 80 15.000 :!:,4 Hz 

9 300.0 40 30.000 +4 Hz 

10 600.0 20 60.000 +4 Hz 

11 1050.0 11 109.091 +4 Hz 

12 1200.0 10 120.000 :!:.5 Hz 

13 1800.0 7 171.429 :!:.5 Hz 

14 Spare 

15 Spare 

16 Spare 

17 Optional 

18 Optional 

19 • 
20 External Clock 

*Position 19 is strapped to position 20. 

3.05 Positions 19 or 20 are selected when 
employing an external frequency source. 

These positions of the BAUD .switch disable 
gates IC8C and IC8B and enable gate IC9B to 
permit the introduction of the external 
clock via the EXT CLK jack and transistor 
stage Ql. The clock source must be a square 
wave of 45 to 55 percent duty cycle, at a 
potential from ground to +5 +0.5 volts. The 
BAUD switch positions and diode matrix output 
are shown in Table J. 

INTERFACE CIRCUITS 

3.06 The neutral loop interfaces are polar-
ized solid-state circuits operating 

from the loop battery, and are designed for 
protection against excessive loop current 
and improper loop voltages. The T+ and T
designations on the jacks indicate the volt
age polarity on the tip side of the loop to 
accommodate the interface requirements. 

TEST SENTENCE GENERATOR EIA INTERFACE 

3.07 Driver IC47 consists of two EIA drivers 
which convert data signals (+5 volts 

and ground) to standard EIA signal levels. 

This driver has two outputs. Output sig
nals from driver IC47A are normal EIA, and 
from driver IC47B are inverted EIA. These 
signals are coupled via NORM-REV switch to 
the EIA VOLT OUT jack. Resistor Rl and 
capacitor Cl (on control panel) form a wave
shaping network at this point to add the 
necessary slope to the output signals as 
required by EIA standards. 

3.08 The lead INTI is coupled to CP3 from 
the NORM-REV switch. Assuming_ that 

the NORM-REV switch is in normal position 
and that the loop is patched into jack J7 
(T+ LP DRIVER), the lead INTl will have EIA 
signals of approximately -12 volts per mark, 
and approximately +12 volts per space. The 
loop must have the proper polarity, positive 
on the tip and negative on the sleeve, in 
this application. 

3.09 Transistor Q22 and its associated 
circuit, in conjunction with the 

primary windings 1-10 and 2-9 of transformer 
Tl, and windings 1-10 and 2-9 of transformer 
T2, forms a Hartley oscillator. This oscil-· 
lator·oscillates at approx~mately 80kHz, 
and is coupled to the secondary windings of 
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TABLE J 
Terminal Numbe.rs 

Switch 
IC13 IC14 

Position 1 7 14 8 13 9 1 7 14 8 

1 H H L L L H H L L H 

2 H L L L H L L L L H 

3 L H H L H L L H H L 

4 L H L L L H H L H L 

5 L L L L L H H L H L 

6 H L L H L L L L H L 

7 H L L H L L L H L L 

8 L L L L L L L H L L 

9 H H H H H H H H H H 

10 H H H H H H H H H H 

11 H H H H H H H H H H 

12 H H H H H H H H H H 

13 H H lL H H H H H H H 

both transfcrmers. This arrangement pro
vides complete isolation from ground since 
the loop voltage can range from +130 volts 

13 
L 

L 

L 

L 

L 

L 

L 

L 

H 

H 

H 

H 

H 

to -130 volts in some cases. The EIA signals 
are coupled to the bases of transistors Q5 
and Ql6. A marking signal turns on transis
tors Ql6 and Ql8 and turns off transistor 
Q5. Transistor QlB shorts out the secondary 
winding 3-8 of transformer T2. The shorted
out winding of transformer T2 turns off 
transistor ~19. Since transistor Q5 is 
turned off, winding 3-8 of transformer Tl is 
open. This couples the oscillator frequency 
from primary winding 2-9 of transformer Tl 
into its secondary winding 5-6, on transis
tors Q6 and QB. Transistor Q6 closes the 
loop via resistor R42 (130 ohms) and via 
jack J7 (T+ LP DRIVER), sending a marking 
signal into the neutral loop. Since trans
istor QB is on, capacitor Cl7 charges through 
resistor R46 and through transistor Q6 to
ward a positive potential at the junction of 
resistor R42 and cathode C of transistor 
Q6. When a spacing signal is received at 
the bases of transistors Q5 and Ql6, it 
turns off transistors Ql6 and QlB and turns 
on transistor Q5. Transistor Q5 shorts out 
primary winding 3-8 of transformer Tl. The 
shorting of winding Tl is coupled into its 
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IC15 IC16 

9 1 7 14 8 13 9 1 7 14 8 13 9 
L H H H H H H H H H H H H 

L H H H H H H H H H H H H 

L H H H H H H H H H H H H 

L H H H H H H H H H H H H 
. 

L H H H H H H H H H H H H 

L H H H H H H H H H H H H 

L H H H H H H H H H H H H 

L H H H H H H H H H H H H 

H L L L L L L H L L L L L 

H L L L L L H L L L L L L 

H H L L L H L L L L L L L 

H .L L L L H L L L L L L L 

H H H H L L L L L L L L L 

secondary winding 5-6 as a short circuit 
which removes signals from gate G of 
transistor Q6 and turns off transistor QB. 
Since transistor Q6 is a 4-layer device, it 
will stay on. The primary winding 3-8 of 
transformer T2 is open since transistor Ql8 
is off. This allows coupling the oscil
lator frequency from primary winding 2-9 
of transformer T2 to its secondary winding 
5-6. This turns on transistor Ql9, which 
causes capacitor 017 to discharge through 
transistor Ql9, turning off transistor Q6~ 
When transistor Ql9 turns off it opens the 
loop, thus sending a spacing signal. 

3.10 Operation of transistors Q9, Q20, 
and Q23 is the same as previously 

described for transistors Ql9~ Q8, and 
Q6, respectively, except that the marking 
and spacing signals are reversed. Transis
tor Q6 is on for marking signal while 
transistor Q23 is on for a spacing signal. 
Transistor Q23 keys the loop associated 
with jack J8 (T- LP DRIVER). The tip of 
this jack must be at a negative potential 
and the sleeve at a positive potential. 
The loop driver provides a transfer equiv
alent to that of relay contacts for sending 
polar signals. 

) 
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DISTORTION .MEASURING SET INTERFACE CIRCUIT 

3.11 When current input is used, the set is 
inserted in series with the loop via 

the current input jack J9 or JlO. Care must 
be taken to observe the voltage polarity of 
the loop (+ or - on the tip) and use of the 
appropriate jack. The current input circuit 
consists of resistor R34 and optical coupler 
OCl via input leads Al and Bl. Overload 
protection is performed by transistors Q3 and 
Q4 and their associated circuit components. 
Current flow in the circuit creates a volt
age drop across resistor R34. When this 
voltage drop exceeds the breakdown voltage 
of zener diode CR6 (8.2 +.5 volts), transis
tor Q3 conducts, lighting the overload LED 
CR25 and shorting the input via diode CR4. 
The overload current is approximately 90 
milliamperes. Once activated, input current 
must be reduced to 0 to deactivate the over
load protection. Capacitor Cl5 acts as a 
filter to prevent hits {current peaks) from 
operating the overload feature. Protection 
against improper polarity is afforded via 
diode CR8 which acts as a short circuit 
across the input. If the current exceeds 
the 90-milliampere overload trigger point, 
transistor Q4 will operate and act as an 
additional short circuit. Since this is an 
improper operating procedure, an overload 
lamp and f~lter capacitor has not been in
corporated into the circuit design. 

3.12 Input signals are coupled via the 
optical coupler OCl to the operational 

amplifier IC20. The proper input bias is 
determined by the setting of the INPUT 
switch and the factory-adjusted potentiom
eters (R53 through R56). The output of am
plifier IC20 is coupled via lead J to the 
reverse (R) position of the INPUT switch and 
lead R to the buffer amplifier Q21, or the 
output of amplifier IC20 is coupled via in
verting stage Ql5, lead K to the normal (N) 
position of the INPUT switch and lead R to 
the buffer amplifier Q21. 

3.13 EIA input signals at the VOLT INPUT 
jack are coupled via lead INl, resis

tor R29, lead I and the EIA LO position of 
the INPUT switch to the buffer amplifier Q21. 
For bridging purposes, the EIA signals are 
coupled via lead INl, resistors R29 and R30, 
lead H, and the EIA HI position of the INPUT 
switch to the buffer amplifier Q21. 

3.14 High voltage hub No. 2 signals at 
the VOLT IN jack are coupled via INl, 

resistors R29, R30, R31, inverting stage Q2, 
lead G, and the HV HUB position of the INPUT 
switch to the buffer amplifier Q21. 

FILTER CIRCUIT 

3.15 If the FILTER switch is in the OUT 
position, the output of the buffer 

amplifier Q21 (lead IN2) is coupled via the 
FILTER switch to the lead B input of the 
distortion measuring set (DMS) (CPS2). 

3.16 If the FILTER switch is in the IN po-
sition, the .output ·of the buffer ampli

fier Q21. (lead IN2) will be connected to the 
lead A2 input of the filter and output of 
the filter (lead B2) will be connected to the 
lead B input of the DMS. The filter consists 
of an integrating network formed by capaci
tor Cl9 and resistor R49, followed by a 
Schmitt trigger circuit consisting of trans
istors Ql2 and Ql3. Resistors R50 and R51 
determine the slicing level.of transistor 
Ql2. Transistors QlO and Qll are arranged 
in a complementary emitter-follower config
uration. When a positive voltage is applied 
at terminal 5 (filter input), transistor QlO 
turns on and transistor Qll turns off. This 
causes capacitor Cl9 to charge exponentially 
toward +12 volts. When the voltage at the 
base of transistor Ql2 exceeds the voltage 
of the emitter, the transistor turns on. 
The voltage of the emitter is determined by 
the Ql4 transistor and its associated cir
cuit. Turning on transistor Ql2 reduces 
the voltage on the base of transistor Ql3 
which turns on. Transistor Ql3 inverts the 
signal which then appears as the filter out
put on terminal 4. When ground is applied 
to the bases of transistors QlO and Qll, 
transistor QlO turns off, and transistor Qll 
turns on causing capacitor Cl9 to discharge 
toward ground. The voltage at the base of 
transistor Ql2 decreases exponentially and 
when the voltage drops below the emit.ter 
voltage, the transistor turns off. This 
causes transistor Ql3 to turn orr. The sig
nal at the output of the filter is delayed 
by approximately 0.1 ms. This will prevent 
the set from responding to transitions less 
than 0.1 ms, such as contact bounce or sig
nal noise, regardless of where it occurs in 
the signal. The distortion between the in
put and the output of the filter can be 
minimized by the factory adjustment of re
sistor R52. 

; 4. POWER SUPPLY CIRCUIT (CP4 AND REAR 
PANEL) 

4.01 The +12, -12, and +5 volt regulators 
(ICl, IC2, and IC3 with their assoc

iated components) and the full-wave recti
fier (CRl) are mounted on CP4. The power 
transformer, filter capacitors, power tran
sistor (Ql), and full-wave rectifier (CR26) 
are mounted on the rear panel (power supply) 
as shown on sheet B5. The power transformer 
(Tl) has a primary winding and two secondary 
windings. The primary winding is tied to 
120 volts ac via a 3-prong ac cord. Second
ary winding (3 and 5) derives ±19 volts ac 
and has a center-tap ground {4) which is 
tied to the full-wave rectifier (CRl) via 
terminals 3Tl and 5Tl. The output of CRl 
at terminals +V and -V·is +18.5 and -18.5 
volts (±0.5 Vdc) respectively. Secondary 
winding 6 and 7 derives +14 volts (±0.5 Vdc) 
which is tied to full-wave rectifier CR26. 
The output + of CR26 (+13.5 volts) is tied 
to the collector of transistor Ql. 

SECTION II 
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4.02 ICl -is a voltage regulator for the 
+12 volt supply. The output voltage 

at terminal 4 is capable or supplying up to 
300 mA with +0.5 volt regulation. Resis
tors Rl and R2 are arranged as a voltage 
divider, which determines the output voltage 
at terminal 4 of ICl. Resistor R3 provides 
a voltage drop under output short-circuit 
conditions. The regulator detects the volt
age drop across resistor R3 and turns orr~ 
Resistor R4 is provided to eliminate any VHF 
instability prob'lems resulting from excessive 
lead lengths at the regulator output. 

··4.03 IC2 is a voltage regulator for the -12 
volt supply. The output voltage at 

terminal 6 is capable or supplying up to 300 
mA with +0.5 volt regulation. Resistors R6 
and R7 form a voltage divider, which deter
mines the output voltage at terminals 6 and 
8 of IC2. Resistor R5 provides an output 

SECTION II 
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··short-circuit ·detection whicn ·turns off the 
regulator under this condition. 

4.04 IC3 is a voltage regulator for the 
+5 volt supply. Resistors RB and R9 

form a voltage divider which determines the 
output voltage at terminal ~. Resistor RlO 
provides the same function as resistor R5 
1n 3.19. Resistor Rll provides de
tection of the output voltage level. 
.. . 

~~05 Transistor Ql is arranged as a con-
stant current emitter-follower. Ter

minal 4 of regulator IC3 provides the bias 
voltage for transistor Ql, which can pro-
vide up to 3 amperes de. Capacitors Cl through 
C6 on the rear panel are filter capacitors. 
Capacitors C7 and C8 on the rear panel are 
transient filters. Capacitors Cl, C2, and 
C4 on CP3 are used for reducing noise. Ca
pacitors C2 and C3 are used to prevent 
high-frequency oscillations. 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 
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SECTION III - REFERENCE DATA 

1. WORKING LIMITS 

1.01 105 to 135 volts at 50 to 60 Hz. 

1.02 Baud rate maximum is 9600. 

2. FUNCTIONAL DESIGNATIONS 

None. 

3. FUNCTIONS 

3.01 To provide for the generation and 
measurement of data signals of either 

Baudot or ASCII codes at baud rates from 
45.5 to 1800 baud. The ASCII test sentence 
is available in three different lengths. 

3.02 To provide for an external clock and 
accommodations for customer-provided 

crystal clocks. 

3.03 To generate a 1-, 2-, or 3-character 
selectable message in either Baudot 

or ASCII code. 

3.04 To generate and measure marking bias, 
spacing bias, switched bias, marking 

end distortion, spacing end distortion, 
switched end distortion, and combination 
switched distortion from 0 to 49 percent 
in 1-percent steps. 

3.05 To provide for continuous, one
character-at-a-time, or repetitive

character transmission. 

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES, INCORPORATED 

DEPT 3133-PE-ACM 

3.06 To.provide for manu-al resetting of the 
test sentence. and· distortion displays. 

3.07 To provide a local test for back-to
back testing of the transmitting and 

receiving portions of the test set. 

3.08 To provide for EIA, hub, polar, and 
neutral modes of operation. 

3.09 To check both odd and even parity. 

3.10 To count odd or even parity errors. 

3.11 To provide a means of generating a 
steady spacing output. 

3.12 To provide a filter to eliminate the 
effect of short transients (approxi

mately 100 microseconds) in the received 
signal. 

3.13 To count distortion hits above a pre
determined level. 

3.14 To provide a display of characters as 
they are received. 

4. CONNECTING CIRCUITS 

None. 

5. MANUFACTURING TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

5.01 The manufacturing testing require
ments are specified in X-78827. 
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SECTION IV - REASONS FOR REISSUE 

D. Description of Changes 

D.l The drawing is reissued to correct the 
BAUD rate information, bring the codes 

of integrated circuits up to date, to re
move the part of a power supply from CP3 
and add these removed components to a new 
CP4. Additional components have been added 
and codes changed to improve the operating 
margins of the set. These changes were 
done on a NO RECORD basis since no equip
ment has been manufactured. All of the 
changes will be included in the manu
factured units. 

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES, INCORPORATED 

DEPT 3133-PE-ACM 
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